Genetic susceptibility to experimental cerebral aneurysm formation in the rat.
The susceptibility to experimental cerebral aneurysm formation in arteries of the circle of Willis was studied in four strains of rats presenting different susceptibilities to the spontaneous rupture of the internal elastic lamina in extracerebral arteries: Brown-Norway (BN) > Wistar > Long-Evans (LE) > LOU. Rats (150 g body weight) of the four strains were subjected to hypertension and a change in local cerebral blood flow by ligation of one common carotid artery for about 7 months. Six-month-old BN and LE rats were subjected to carotid ligation only for 11 to 13.5 months and treated or not (from 3 to 7 months of age) with an inhibitor of connective tissue fiber maturation, beta-aminopropionitrile (BAPN). Aneurysmal structures (AS) occurred mainly in the anterior cerebral/anterior communicating arterial complex and proximal part of the posterior artery. In hypertensive rats, the AS incidence was LE, 56%; Wistar, 33%; BN, 17%; and LOU, 11%. When normotensive and subjected to carotid ligation only, LE rats showed an even greater susceptibility to AS formation (86%) than BN (7%). BAPN treatment did not influence AS formation: LE (60%) versus BN (8%). These results suggest that genetic factors are involved in cerebral aneurysm formation in the rat. The susceptibility of the internal elastic lamina of extracerebral arteries to spontaneous rupture does not appear to be a determinant genetic trait in the propensity to develop aneurysms in arteries of the circle of Willis. The comparison of these different rat strains may be very useful for studying factors contributing to cerebral aneurysm pathogenesis.